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Do you want to sound like a real Russian? Do you want to make other Russians actually connect

with you? Honestly how cool would it be if you could use Russian slang with ease? Don't be treated

like a Tourist! I am sure you know how much slang you use on a daily basis. It is a huge part of our

communication. It's the same in Russian, so if you want to sound like a real native you need start

practicing your slang. From slangy greetings to swear words this guide has it all - with explanations

of when and how to use these words and phrases. If you are ready to learn everything from

watsup? to f#$%, scroll up, grab this book, and take your first step to start speaking like a real

Russian now!
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This was actually a much smaller book than I expected it to be but that can probably be chalked up

to me not paying good enough attention when ordering. I'm glad that it isn't so thick and heavy,

though. It makes for an easy read and its really easy to understand if you have a basic knowledge

of Russian. I've actually been able to get a laugh out of a few of my Russian colleagues using things

that I picked up in this book. "Lear to Sound Like A Real Russian" is an apt quote to subtitle this

book with. Very pleased with my purchase.

If you are interested to know more about Russian language, this book is for you. It consist of very

essential knowledge in order for us to get more acquainted and become a real Russian in just a

week. Perfect read.



Not good, too basic. repetitive, out of touch with real Russian, too difficult to use, no English to

Tussian or index

Disappointing.
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